
Set up a communications
hub in the field.

On-demand mobile network and cloud access helps
keep your operations responsive and connected.

Keeping your operations running smoothly   
requires flexibility. Whether work is performed   
at a substation, water management facility, drilling  
pad or pipeline, Mobile Command Center (MCC) 
solutions from Verizon tech partner Connected 
Solutions Group (CSG) help your field crews work 
untethered at  the edge of wireless networks. The 
ability to deploy these command centers enables 
crews to efficiently track assets, manage site  
logistics, and provide equipment maintenance.

Verizon has partnered with CSG to offer the Mobile Command 
Center 2.0, Mobile Command Center Mini and Mobile 
Command Center Mini Advanced. These portable deployables 
help deliver fast connectivity over the Verizon 4G LTE network, 
even in remote locations.

Portable, rugged and purpose built  

The Mobile Command Center 2.0 delivers power, connectivity 
and VoIP phones. Its suite of modular components includes:

• Two detachable Yealink® handsets that work with   
Verizon One Talk

• An IP67-rated mobile case for weatherproof and  
drop-resistant durability

• Convenient wheel-behind case design and   
TSA-compliant size for easy delivery

• Durable, reinforced steel hinges that are built to   
serve in tough environments

• Appropriate router provided with MCC unit

• Standard 64,000-mAh battery 

• External, weatherproof charging and data ports

• Interior LED lighting for nighttime visibility  

Lightweight, reliable and compact

The Mobile Command Center Mini supports up to 10 users 
and is equipped with:

• An IP67-rated mobile case for weatherproof and   
drop-resistant durability 

• An integrated router

• External, weatherproof charging and data ports

• A built-in high-gain antenna to help deliver higher speeds 
and wider coverage, minimizing the risk associated with 
delicate stick-and-paddle antennas

• Heavy-duty plastic internals to provide anti-shock  
protection to the router and battery

• A long lasting 11,000-mAh battery

Powerful and easily deployable

The Mobile Command Center Mini Advanced offers you  
the same features as the Mobile Command Center Mini  
but supports between 10 and 25 users.
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Learn more:

Mobile Command Center solutions are available  
within the U.S. Contact your Verizon Business  
Account Manager for details. 


